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Clear Acrylic Sheet
Acrylic also known as polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is a clear engineering
thermoplastic which is often used as a glass substitute. This type of plastic is more flexible,
lighter and stronger than glass with higher impact strength. It is also safer as it does not
shatter into small pieces like glass. Acrylic plastic sheeting is also easy to work with and can
be curved and formed into a variety of shapes and configurations using laser cutting and
machining.

SKU: MCH1348

Specification:







Color: Clear.
Area Size: 200 x 250 mm.
Thickness: 2~6mm.
Material: Extruded Acrylic.
Density: 1.25g/cm³.
Tensile Strength: 65MPa.

Applications for Acrylic Sheet:







Electronics Industry.
Exhibition and trade show services.
Food processing and handling.
Framing and mounting.
Plastic and metal fabrication.
Signage.
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Ordering Information:

SKU

MCH1348
MCH1363
MCH1349
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Thickness (mm)
2
3
4
5
6

Area WxL (mm)
200X250
200X250
200X250
200X250
200X250
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HandsOn Technology provides a multimedia and interactive platform for
everyone interested in electronics. From beginner to diehard, from student
to lecturer. Information, education, inspiration and entertainment. Analog
and digital, practical and theoretical; software and hardware.
HandsOn Technology support Open Source Hardware (OSHW)
Development Platform.

Learn : Design : Share
www.handsontec.com
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The Face behind our product quality…
In a world of constant change and continuous technological development, a new or replacement
product is never far away – and they all need to be tested.
Many vendors simply import and sell wihtout checks and this cannot be the ultimate interests of
anyone, particularly the customer. Every part sell on Handsotec is fully tested. So when buying from
Handsontec products range, you can be confident you’re getting outstanding quality and value.
We keep adding the new parts so that you can get rolling on your next project.

Breakout Boards & Modules

Connectors

Electro-Mechanical Parts

Engineering Material

Mechanical Hardware

Electronics Components

Power Supply

Arduino Board & Shield

Tools & Accessory
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